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Buddhism talk prepares
students for Dalai Lama
By Allison Schneider
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A group of members from USD's Rotaraot Club read and donate books to third graders at Carson Elementary School.This was one
event in the week of community service to commemorate the founding of the Rotaract Club.

USD students help community's
children as part of Rotaract Week
By Taylor Cabalse
Every year during the week of
March 13, World Rotaract Week is
held to commemorate the founding of
the Rotaract Club in 1968. During this
week, USD's Rotaract Club held daily
events both on and off campus to give
the community the opportunity to be
informed about what kind of- work the
club does and how to get involved.
According to www.rotary.org,
USD's chapter is one of the 34,000
Rotaract Clubs worldwide. Rotaract
members -volunteer within their
communities to support education
and job training, provide clean water,
combat hunger, improve health and
sanitation and eradicate polio. Junior
Romyn Sabatchi, president of the USD
Rotaract Club, said that this chapter,
consisting of 60 members, is sponsored

by three local Rotary Clubs.
World Rotaract Week is celebrated
worldwide. Each club has a signature
project that is meant to help others do
service for the community or nation
and fiindraise for Rotary International.
Within this realm of community
service, clubs either dedicate the entire
week to one signature project or they
have multiple projects for each day of
the week.
USD's Rotaract Club assigned a
different signature project for each day
of the week to promote its four avenues
of service - vocational, international,
community and club service.
"We want students to have more
passion for community service,"
freshman Kylie McGlynn, community
service chair, said. "[To participate in]
service for the right reasons rather than
what people expect of you."
On March 13, USD's Rotaract

Club focused its signature event to
community service organized by
McGlynn. Members gathered materials
to create Easter baskets and baby
blankets. These items were later taken
to Rady Children's Hospital.
"Because so many members
and students attended this event, we
finished the event a lot quicker than we
had planned," Sabatchi said.
The signature event for Tuesday,
Caring for Carson, was based on
the avenue of vocational service.
Members and students volunteered at
Carson Elementary, a school freshman
Alana Willis, vocational service chair,
volunteers at weekly. Those who
participated read to and made beaded
bracelets with a third grade class. At the
end of the visit, each third grader got to
pick out a book they wanted to keep.
See ROTARACT, Page 2

"My Sister's Keeper" shown
as preview for cancer event
By Deirdre Grecco
Everyone affected by cancer has a
unique story to tell that has shaped who
they are and their motivation to change
the world around them. On Friday,
March 16, Colleges Against Cancer, the
club that organizes the annual Relay For
Life, hosted a movie night in Frank's
Lounge as a preview for the upcoming
event that will take place March 30 at
6 p.m.
At 8 p.m., about twenty-five
people watched "My Sister's Keeper,"
a movie depicting the life of a family
whose daughter is struggling with
her fight with cancer. According to
sophomore Michelle Powelson, co-chair
of Relay For Life, the movie showed
the emotional turmoil that not only the
victims experience, but highlighted how
cancer also affects the lives of everyone
around such victims.
"Watching 'My Sisters Keeper'
helped to raise cancer awareness in those
who watched it," Powelson said, "with
a hope that those same students will
spread such awareness around campus,
informing others about Relay for Life
and why it's important to participate in
the event."
The movie was particularly special

for those who had not seen it.
"The movie was a great preview for
the Relay for Life event," sophomore
Meliza Trimidal, co-chair of marketing
for Relay for Life, said. "I personally
had not seen the movie before and to see
it while carrying the cause that we're
fighting for, as well as being involved in
Relay, makes it so much more special."
Relay for Life is a volunteer-driven
fundraiser event that, according to its
website, raises money for the American
Cancer Society as it works to create
a world where cancer "will no longer
threaten the lives of our loved ones or
claim another year of.anyone's life."
The main objective is to raise money
for cancer patients and research.
However, the goal of such events is
also meant to spread awareness of the
disease, celebrate the lives of survivors,
commemorate the lives lost and, overall,
unite communities in the fight against
cancer.
Powelson stated that she is
passionate about this event simply
because all the money raised at Relay
for Life goes to people who are currently
battling cancer to help pay for their
cancer treatment and to cancer research
to help find a cure for cancer.
"I have seen too many people that
See RELAY, Page 3

Though achieving global peace
might seem like an impossible puzzle
to solve, according to The Venerable
Lama Tenzin Dhonden, personal peace
emissary to His Holiness the 14th Dalai
Lama, the solution may be closer than
it seems.
"Think of the harmony in the world,
the peace, the compassion. In order to
achieve them, you must start at the root:
your mind," Lama.Tenzin said during
his "Living in Meditation and Peace"
discussion in the Kroc Institute for Peace
and Justice on March 13 at 12:15 p.m.
The event was part of a series of events
inspired by His Holiness the 14th Dalai
Lama's upcoming visit to San Diego.
Louis Komjathy, an assistant
professor in the Department of
Theology and Religious Studies,
moderated the discussion. Lama Tenzin
answered questions from Komjathy
and the audience regarding his
personal experience in monastic life,
Buddhism's core beliefs and the practice
of meditation to achieve personal and
social peace.
At age 8, Lama Tenzin began
monastic training at Namgyal Monastery
in Dharamsala, India, the personal
monastery of His Holiness the 14th
Dalai Lama. His training was rigorous
and required that he memorize and
recite lengthy Buddhist texts. Though
monastic life is no easy existence,
according to Lama Tenzin, it is well
worth the struggle.
"There is very strict discipline, but
you gain a lot," he said. "You have more
opportunities to train your mind."
Though he described the different
facets and beliefs of Buddhism in
great detail, Lama Tenzin said that
Buddhism can essentially be considered
"the practice of loving kindness" with
altruism and interconnectedness at its
center.
"Be kind and gentle to yourself,
and then you can be kind and gentle to
others," he said. "Everything you see trees, mountains, birds, people, animals
- are part of your life. It's all in your
perceptions. When you expand your
perceptions, you become wise."
When discussing the practice

M

and benefits of meditation, Lama
Tenzin stressed the difference between
"healthy" and "unhealthy" thinking.
Meditation is a form of healthy thinking,
while unhealthy thinking is composed
of stress, anxiety and fear. By practicing
healthy thinking, people can better
understand themselves.
"Meditation is all about how
you relate to yourself. That is the true
practice of meditation," Lama Tenzin
said. "Stress, pain and sadness are
caused by thinking, not by the heart,
so you should always practice healthy
thinking."
Lama
Tenzin
stressed
the
importance of His Holiness the 14th
Dalai Lama in Tibetan Buddhism.
"He is the head of Tibetan
Buddhism, the head of all sects," Lama
Tenzin said. "He is like our mother."
Lama Tenzin added that His
Holiness is the person most devoted to
the Tibetan cause and that he is beloved
by the Tibetan people.
"We only have one His Holiness
The Dalai Lama, so we take him
seriously," he said.
As personal emissary of peace for
His Holiness, Lama Tenzin plays a key
role in organizing His Holiness' public
appearances, including his upcoming
two-day, three-university "Compassion
Without Borders" symposium in San
Diego. According to Lama Tenzin, the
event is an opportunity for inter-religious
harmony and dialogue. This will be His
Holiness' first visit to San Diego.
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LEFT: Former Baja-California Governor Ernesto Ruffo Appel speaks to the audience about Mexico's politcal, social and economic
history. RIGHT: David Shirk, director of theTrans-Border Institute, converses with Appel.

Appel introduces 'Amexica' at TBI discussion
By Haley Earl-Lynn
Ernesto Ruffo Appel, former
Mexican governor and current Senate
candidate, addressed questions and
concerns from students, faculty and San
Diego residents when he stopped by
the Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice
Theater. He was welcomed by the TransBorder Institute on March 15 at 5:20
p.m.
David Shirk welcomed Appel and

gave a brief background of Appel's
involvement in Baja California. Shirk
is the director of the Trans-Border
Institute and an associate professor of
political science here at USD. Shirk
and the Trans-Border Institute look to
promote an active relationship between
the USD and cross-border communities.
Bringing Appel to campus allowed for
an open discussion regarding Mexico's
upcoming July 2012 presidential
election from an involved governmental
leader.
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of a liberal arts degree.
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After receiving an unwelcoming note on
his bike, one student questions USD's
bike-locking policies.
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The Venerable LamaTenzin Dhonden
visits USD before His Holiness the 14th
Dalai Lama's visit in April.

A musical adaptation of "A Room with
the View" is playing at the Old Globe
until April 15.
PAGE 12

Toreros advance to Sweet 16 and play
Texas Tech today in their first ever
postseason appearance.
PAGE 14

Appel began his discussion with
a recap of Mexican history, explaining
struggles dating back to Napoleon.
While Appel is dedicated to serving
his home country, he believes it is truly
the American-Mexican border that
needs immediate attention once a new
president is elected in July.
"It's really Amexica. For all of us
living close to the border, it should be
called Amexica," Appel said. "We are
dealing with the same issues regardless
See BAJA, Page 2
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EDITOR
Nazin Sedehi

Hoping that art
will help my
brain one day

By Nazin Sedehi
Confession: This week I did
exactly what any able-bodied and
able-minded college student would
do if they had a paper due on Tuesday
afternoon. I worked on that essay
all Monday night, while mentally
calculating how much of it I could
save for Tuesday morning., i.e. 75
percent of it.
The paper was due in an art
history course I'm taking this
semester. In my defense, and this is
getting old because this is the line
of reasoning I have been feeding to
roommates for a while now, I spend
a whole ton of seemingly wasted time
thinking, mind-mapping, outlining,
doing whatever to it without physical
proof until I sit down and just write
it out.
My favorite part is when the
actual prompts are passed around.
This is the one moment of hope in the
whole writing process. At this time,
I'm feeling, in a vague kind of way,
that I can do this. I'm possibly drawing
on ideas that were discussed in class
and poor memories of the readings I
could have sworn I've done.
I can imagine that, like other
subjects, art history was and is just
immensely more enjoyable when I
don't have to write an essay about it.
And as I took a break from writing
(...my name at the top. Please tell
me we all do this?), I stumbled
upon a health article on Time about
the results of a recent study that
were presented at the annual Spring
Meeting on Cardiovascular Nursing
in Copenhagen, Denmark. The study
was about the benefits of art like
music, painting and theater in the
recovery of stroke victims. It's funny
how web searching works sometimes.
Researchers from the University
Tor Vergata School of Nursing in
Rome led a simple experiment. They
asked 192 stroke survivors whether
they did or did not like art. 105 of
the survivors reported that they did
appreciate art, while 87 said that they
did not.
According to the study, the art
junkies were more energetic, were
more mobile and happier, had better
overall health and had better memories
and communication skills. Those who
appreciated art had a higher quality of
life.
"Stroke survivors who saw art
as an integrated part of their former
lifestyle, by expressing appreciation
towards music, painting and theater,
showed better recovery skills than
those who did not," Eric Vellone,
lead author of the study and assistant
professor in nursing science at the
University Tor Vergata, said in a
statement.
Vellone said that the results of the
study support the benefits of lifelong
exposure to art. He suggested that art
can cause long-term changes to the
brain that aid in its recovery from
trauma.
On a more general note, the study
also showed that any exposure to art
is beneficial, life-long or not. Patients
who were introduced to music during
their recovery cited better moods.
This is because listening to a favorite
piece of music, as previous research
has shown, releases dopamine in the
rain, causing feelings of pleasure.
"Dopamine improves the quality
of life each time it is released in the
brain," Vellone said. "Further research
is needed to see if other art forms
stimulate dopamine release."
These studies are pushing the
priority of incorporating music
therapy in the therapy of stroke
patients, a form of treatment that was
only previously used as a last resort.
So, in case you're wondering,
I did go back to writing my paper
after I read about this study. I figured
that while all of the glorious stresses
of my contemporary existence may
realistically result in a stroke of
some degree in the future, at least
I will recover somewhat better and
be somewhat happier than if I didn't
write this paper. Not that I was ever
planning on not writing it, but I'm
sure you get the idea.
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San Diego Sheriff William Gore spoke t o the USD community on March 15 in Warren Auditorium. He praised t h e rewards of his liberal arts degree for his ability t o communicate and
his success in the workforce and in law enforcement.

Sheriff promotes communication and passion
By Katie Montero
Mike Williams, professor of
political science, introduced USD
alumnus San Diego Sheriff William
Gore to students and faculty by
promoting the versatility of a liberal
arts degree.
"The lesson for all of you students
is that the liberal arts education
here will allow you to do anything,"
Williams said.
Gore addressed the group on
March 15 at 12:30 p.m. in the Warren
Auditorium in Mother Rosalie Hill
Hall. Gore graduated from USD with
a degree in political science in 1969,
and since then he has had an incredibly
successful career at both the local and
national law enforcement levels.
After attending a large public
high school in San Diego and
realizing how few of his classmates
he actually knew, Gore decided that
he wanted a more intimate setting
when he went to college. The setting

he chose was USD, and it was in his
small and intimate classrooms that he
learned skills that would ultimately
help him throughout the rest of his law
enforcement career.
"I wasn't the best student, but I
was a very good crammer," Gore said.
"In an environment like USD, they
made it very hard to do that. Because
of the small class sizes and required
readings, you had to do the work and
be able to communicate."
According to Gore, these skills
came in handy when he was sent to
military training schools on behalf
of the F.B.I. Gore spent 32 years of
his law enforcement career with the
F.B.I, where he worked his way up
to the level of assistant director. Gore
believes that learning to communicate
well was not only essential for his
career, but it is essential for any career
in law enforcement or public service.
"In law enforcement, basically
it's all about going out and gathering
information," Gore said. "You gather
information just by going and talking
to people."

With a resume that includes
service to the the U.S. Navy, the
F.B.I, the San Diego County District
Attorney's Office and the San Diego
County Sheriff's Department, the
USD alumnus had plenty of stories
and advice about law enforcement and
working for government agencies.
Gore explained that by design, law
enforcement in the U.S. is built to be
inefficient and ineffective. According
to Gore, having a string of different
agencies in place of a national police
force is a good way to keep any
one group from having too much
power, but it also slows down law
enforcement in general.
Gore believes that the only way
to bridge this gap is by developing
the ability to communicate from
agency to agency. Inter-agency
communication depends directly on
the communication skills of each
individual agent. Gore encouraged
his audience, comprised mostly of
political science students, that no
matter what field
they enter after
graduation, they need to enter it with

strong communication and personal
skills.
However, the one thing that
Gore wanted his audience to leave
the auditorium with after his lecture
was not information on procedures,
policies, or public service. It was
passion.
As children, Gore and his older
brother watched their father work
as a police officer in San Diego for
34 years, and every morning they
watched him enjoy going to work.
The passion that they saw in their
father was what motivated his brother
to become a policeman and Gore to
become a federal agent. After nearly
40 years in law enforcement, Gore
claims that he still enjoys going to
work every morning, and that's how
he knows he's still passionate about
what he does.
"Find
something
you're
passionate about," Gore said. "I feel
sorry for people who hate going to
work in the morning. Life's too short
to spend every day doing something
that you don't want to do."

Rotaract
donates
time and
clothes
ROTARACT, continued from Front
Page

Former Baja-California Governor Ernesto Ruffo Appel speaks a t the Kroc Institute of Peace and Justice on March 15. Appel said that he
will continue t o be involved in Mexican politics. He answered the questions of the USD community during his visit.

Appel visits before Mexico's elections
BAJA, continued from Front Page
Appel became the governor of Baja
California in 1989 and was the first
opposition party governor in Mexico
since 1929. Before being elected to
office, Ruffo had worked in the local
fishing industry of Ensenada as a
businessman. Aftej joining the National
Action Party (PAN) in 1982 he quickly
became an involved party member. He
was elected mayor of Ensenada in 1986.
This was the first recognized victory
in Baja California for the PAN. Ruffo
served as a leader and path maker for for
other PAN members in Baja California
while serving as governor.
Appel's successful history as a
politician has benefited the Baja region in
past years and now benefits presidential
candidate Josefina Vasquez Mota, the
candidate he is officially endorsing.
His knowledge of Mexican politics and
history, paired with his motivation to
beat the odds, will aid Vasquez Mota.
She is the first female member of PAN
to run for president. Appel hasn't retired

from direct involvement in politics,
though. According to Shirk's assessment
of the upcoming Senate election, Appel
will very likely be voted in.
Appel was then given time to
answer questions from the audience. A
local journalist asked about a pressing
issue related to the upcoming election:
Will Mexican citizens living in America
be able to vote even if they are not
willing to cross back over the border to
do so?
Appel agreed with the journalist
that this issue needed to be resolved
prior to the July election. Mexican
presidents hold office for six years. It
is only every 12 years that Mexico and
the U.S. hold simultaneous presidential
elections, making 2012 a momentous
year for both countries.
While Appel offered no direct
answers to the voting dilemma, he
agreed it was important to find a way for
Mexican citizens living in America to
vote. He continued to express his support
for new governmental representatives.
"I look in the newspaper, and I see

faces of the [Party of the Democratic
Revolution]," Appel said. "They are all
the same faces, and they are dinosaurs
now."
In response to additional questions
regarding drug corruption within his
administration as well as along the
border, Appel stressed honesty.
"In regard to my administration, the
only way I can dispute the allegations
is transparency," Appel said. "I must
be open. I ask the same of my peers.
In regard to all Mexicans, there aren't
enough soldiers, but there are enough
parents."
Sophomore
Nazin
Sedehi
appreciated his honesty when it came to
answering the questions.
"Appel offered an honest and
heartfelt response to all questions
presented by the USD community,"
Sedehi said.
He ended his talk by expressing
gratitude for the invitation and thanking
the Trans-Border Institute for its
ongoing work and engagement in border
issues.

The rest of the weekly events
included a screening of the video "End
Polio Now" focusing on international
service, a scavenger hunt throughout
the main part of campus with prizes
and gift cards and a bake sale in front
of the Hahn University Center. On
Friday an exclusive event for USD
Rotaract members took place. This
day was set aside to hold elections
for the club's new president. Within
this organization, the elected vice
president serves for two semesters or
one term and becomes president the
following year.
Throughout the week there were
scattered boxes located on campus
where students could donate used
books and clothing. All donations
were given to a shelter home in
Tijuana for victims of domestic
violence.
"The feeling of knowing you
have truly helped others is amazing,"
Sabatchi said. "Not only do you make
an impact on their lives, but they
make an impact on your life as well."
McGlynn
said
that
the
opportunities in Rotaract Club extend
beyond helping others.
"Being a part of Rotaract Club
gives you a lot of opportunities both
in the community in worldwide,"
McGlynn said. "It is not just
community service, it's professional
development as well."
The Rotaract Club encourages
any students interested in the club to
attend the meetings that take place
the first and third Thursdays of every
month at 12:15 p.m. in Serra Hall
212. Students can join Rotaract Club
at any time during the academic
school year.
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
March 6 - March 18

March 6, 2012
Location: ALCALA WEST PARKING LOT
At 12:42 a.m. Public Safety responded to report of suspicious
circumstances. Upon investigation, two students were cited
for minor in possession of alcohol and three students were
determined to be unable to care for themselves and they
were transported to detox.

March 12, 2012

March 15, 2012

Location: MISSIONS A

Location: BORREGO

At 11:21 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of possible
marijuana use. Upon investigation, one student was cited for
a liquor law violation.

At 8:16 p.m. Public Safety responded to a fire alarm. Upon
investigation, the fire alarm activated due to burnt plastic.
There was no sign of fire in the area and no damage occurred.

March 13, 2012

March 8, 2012

_

March 16, 2012

;

Location: MAHER HALL

Location: CUYAMACA
At 8:30 p.m. resident assistants cited ten students for liquor

Location: PRESIDIO TERRACE APARTMENTS N At 1:36 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of possibly law violations.
LOT
intoxicated students. Upon investigation, one student was

At 8:31 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a theft.
Upon investigation, an unknown suspect smashed the
window of a student's vehicle and removed her iPod on
March 8 between 1:00 a.m. and 8:31 a.m.

cited for a liquor law violation.

March 16, 2012
Location: MAHER HALL

March 14, 2012

Location: MANCHESTER VILLAGE

March 10, 2012
Location: COPLEY LIBRARY
At 2:07 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of suspicious
circumstances. Upon investigation, an unknown suspect
reported as a black male, approximately 5'7" tall and weighing
145 lbs., inappropriately touched a female student. SDPD
was contacted.

At 7:45 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of vandalism.
Upon investigation, graffiti was found near .Manchester
Village. Video surveillance is currently being examined.

At 10:09 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of possibly
intoxicated student. Upon investigation, one student was
determined to be unable to care for herself and she was
transported to detox.

March 17, 2012
Location: FOUNDERS HALL
At 12:22 a.m. resident assistants cited five students for liquor
law violations.

March 14, 2012

Location: SAN BUENAVENTURA

March 11, 2012

Location: MANCHESTER VILLAGE
At 4:41 p.m. Public Safety responded to a fire alarm. Upon
investigation, the fire alarm activated due to burnt food. There
was no sign of fire in the area and no damage occurred.

At 6:02 p.m. Public Safety responded to a fire alarm. Upon
investigation, the fire alarm activated due to burnt food. There
was no sign of smoke or fire in the area and no damage
occurred.

March 11, 2012

March 14, 2012

At 7:32 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a theft.
Upon investigation, an unknown suspect removed a student's
secured bicycle on March 11 between 12 a.m. and 6 p.m.

At 10:30 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of an
alleged simple assault involving two students. The details of
the case are currently under investigation.

Location: PRESIDIO TERRACE APARTMENTS

Location: MANCHESTER VILLAGE

Colleges Against Cancer
promotes day-long Relay
for Life set for March 30
RELAY, continued from Front Page
Ilove and care about be diagnosed with
cancer," Powelson said. "I want to do
my part to help find a cure for cancer
and create a world with more birthdays."
Trimidal said that her passion for
this cause stemmed from relatives,
like her cousin and grandfather, who
suffered from cancer.
"My cousin died when he was only
21 years old and to think I'm only about
two weeks away from reaching that age
made me really think that cancer [does
not choose any one person]," Trimidal
said. "It affects everyone in some way,
shape or form."
The third annual Relay for Life
fundraiser, a 24 hour event, will be held
Friday, March 30 through Saturday
March 31 at the Valley Field on USD
campus. The objective is to have at least
one member of each team walking or
running around the track for the entire
event. According to Trimidal, this time
will be spent enjoying the company
of friends, professors, family, and co
workers. It may also serve as a time
where people can reach out and connect
with others who share a passion for

such a cause. The highlight of the Relay
for Life event will be the Luminaria
ceremony that spotlights those who
have survived cancer as well as those
still fighting against cancer.
Food,
drinks,
music
and
entertainment will also be provided at
this event. There will be meals, snacks
as well as coffee to keep participants
energized. Recreation classes like
Zumba, salsa dancing and yoga will be
offered. Performances by the Founder's
Chapel Choir and DJ SWISH will also
take place.
Last year, $47,000 was raised by
USD's Relay for Life. The executive.
board said that they raised more than
they had planned last year. This year
they are encouraging USD and the San
Diego community to raise $50,000
for the cause. They also hope for 500
participants, 50 teams and the attendance
of 25 survivors.
Teams and participants can still
sign up at the event or online at www.
relayforlife.org/usdca. The cost of each
participant signing'up is $5 and more
information about the event can be
found by contacting usdrelay@gmail.
com
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FUSO's 19th Annual Pillpino Cultural Night
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Anyone having information regarding these
incidents please contact Public Safety at 619-2607777.

Q Shiley Theater

9 99

3.29

Students and faculty members are interviewed for USD 'iRelay for Life' video.
Upper left: Abdullah Paul. Upper right: Madison Harris. Lower left: Assistant Dean of
Students Marie Minnick. Lower right: AS President Anthony Pavlovic

At 11:05 a.m. Public Safety responded to a fire alarm. Upon
investigation, the fire alarm activated due to burnt food, here
was no sign of fire in the area and no damage occurred.

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS

thurs

Photos Courtesy of Studio64 Photography

March 18, 2012
Location: CAMINO HALL

3.29

Chris Hanneke - Editor in Chief
Tyler Wilson - Associate Editor
David Downs - Managing Editor
Allison Schneider - Chief Copy Editor
Sylvia Choi - Art Director
Nazin Sedehi - News Editor
Anna Von Bertrab - Business Editor
Lauren Vujovich - Opinion Editor
Katelyn Montero - Assistant Opinion Editor
Mark Pelka - Co-Sports Editor
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Retail sales increased at highest rates since September

3

American spending a signs of growing consumer confidence
By Kasha Patel
If there is any sign that the
economy is improving, it is a spike in
consumer spending. During February,
retail sales reached a five-month high,
indicating that Americans are gaining
confidence in the market by buying
more goods and services.
Sales rose 1.1 percent last month,
the biggest gain since September,
according to The New York Times.
When the numbers are broken down,
Americans spent more on automobiles,
clothes, appliances and, of course, gas.
But, even when rising gas prices are
excluded, retail sales still increased
a solid 0.8 percent. This proves that
even with the surge in gas prices,
consumers are still willing to open
their pocketbooks more than they have
during the past holiday season to bring

a boost to the economy.
One reason for this is that an
unusually mild winter throughout the
United States lowered the sales of
cold weather items during this year's
holiday season. But, this turned out
to be beneficial during the month of
February because it helped to increase
the amount of money people were
able to spend on spring merchandise,
reported NPR. Instead of sales rising
during the holiday months which
is considered the norm, sales were
simply delayed for a few months due
to the uncommon weather conditions.
"The unusually warm weather in
some regions [also] resulted in lower
heating bills," Professor of Economics
Kokila Doshi said. The money
consumers saved on their bills went
into the retail market instead, which
aided in boosting the numbers as well.
The main factor influencing the

rise of retail sales is that the increase
came after the greatest three months
of hiring in the past two years. The
economy has gained 734,000 jobs
since December which has lowered
the unemployment rate to 8.3 percent,
stated NPR. These statistics show that
there is more underlying strength to
the market than economists originally
thought.
"The past few months of higher
job growth and stronger retail sales are
all showing signs that the recovery is
picking up steam, meaning real GDP
growth is probably around 3 percent
for the first quarter of 2012 - higher
than what many economists have been
forecasting," Assistant Professor of
Economics Ryan Ratcliff said. This
brings optimism and hope for faster
economic growth in the future.
The February gain pushed total
sales to a record of $407.8 billion.

That is 20.1 percent higher than the
recession low, which hit in March
of 2009, reported NPR. Since then,
numbers have been moving in a
positive direction, and economists
can only hope that they will continue
to rise, signaling an end to the long
recession.
"This signals that the improving
economic fundamentals, particularly
strong employment growth, are being
translated into higher spending activity.
This building momentum is especially
encouraging for the recovery as it
suggests that the self-reinforcing
positive dynamics between job growth
and spending activity could foster
a more robust economic recovery
in the coming months," said Millan
Mulraine, senior macro strategist at
TD Securities in New York.
With jobs, consumers are able to
spend more money which in turn helps

the market recover. "Retail sales are a
key indicator of the overall health of
the economy," continued Dr, Doshi.
But consumers are also continually
encouraged to be cautious about their
optimism. The economy is always in
flux and somewhat unpredictable.
Although February showed a rise
in sales, shoppers could revert and
limit their spending for the rest of the
year if their wages continue to lag
behind the rate of inflation.
"Unfortunately, 3 percent GDP
growth and 200,000 new jobs a month
are still well below what we need to
really recover," Ratcliff said. "At this
pace, the unemployment rate will still
be above 7 percent through summer
of 2013. So I'd say the recent burst
of good news is a good sign that
the economy is moving in the right
direction, but is still a long way from a
real recovery."
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(Anna)stly:
Where's
Waldo?

By Anna von Bertrab
By Kasha Patel &c
Anna von Bertrab
Eike Batista, a billionaire
from Brazil, has been
named
the
world's
seventh richest person,
according to Forbes. He,
along with his Groupo
EX holding company,
plan to buy up $1
billion in shares from
shipbuilding and oilfield
services company OXS
Brazil SA. This is part
of Batista's strategy to
increase the power of his
industrial empire, which
already encompasses oil,
coal and iron ore. The
Groupo EX Company
has successfully raised
$1.4 million in the past
two years, and Batista is
looking to increase that
number
exponentially
with the new shares.

Exxon Mobile, the largest American oil
company operating in Iraq, has recently
announced that it plans to expand its
oil holdings into Kurdistan. Iraq's
deputy prime minister, Hussein alShahristani, issued a warning against
Exxon's newest venture and increasing
presence in Iraq. But he also knows that
Iraq has no hope of reaching its goal
to increase oil output without Exxon's
involvement. For now, though, the Iraqi
government has put its foot down and
are determined to hold their ground.

As a part of an international effort to
discourage Tehran from developing nuclear
weapons, Iran has been effectively cut
off from global commerce. The Society
for Worldwide Interbank
Financial
Telecommunication, or SWIFT, which
handles financial transactions declared it was
severing ties with Iranian banks last week.
Disconnecting banks is a rare but in this
case necessary step for SWIFT and is a
direct result of international efforts to
intensify financial sanctions against Iran.
Putting squeeze on their monetary holdings
will hopefully result in the weakening
of funding for Iran's nuclear program.

MML

The Chinese hydroelectric power project in Nepal has come to a delay. The
proposed $1.6 billion venture is momentarily halted due to a Nepali parliamentary
probe. The South Asian nation sees this as a setback to its ambitions to tap the
hydroelectric power from the Himalayan rivers and streams. The parliamentary
probe will also add setbacks to Chinese power companies in the region. 40
percent of Nepalis don't have access to electricity, the Nepali government
said. Fostering new power projects is a priority for the nation. It is vital for the
government of Nepal to reinstate the project to ensure electricity for its citizens.

j The

Mesial

peak of rainy
season in Indonesia
| is good news for the
nation's farmers, but it
is problematic for the
9 million citizens of
Jakarta. The city has
plans to dredge 10 of the
city's 13 rivers to prevent
extreme flooding,
but
the waterways have
not been cleared for
decades. If the city really
does what it says it is
going to do, the amount
of flooding will be cut
in half, damage costs
will significantly be
reduced and numerous
lives will be saved. Now
it is only a question of
whether or not the city
will get the funding
needed for the plan.
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The dim prospects of the slow
ing global economy can lead to wide
spread dismay and anxiety for the col
lege student about to embark on his
or her job search. Searching for the
perfect summer employment or land
ing a secure job upon graduation is a
tedious task.
Perfecting the resume, fine tun
ing interviewing skills and calming
the nerves before a big interview is
daunting.
"Dress professionally, be con
fident and approachable, make eye
contact, use a firm handshake and ar
rive 10 minutes early," USD Career
Services says on tips to convey pro
fessionalism. Best case scenario: you
land the job. The worst: you don't.
What then? Do you keep inter
viewing and hope to land a job? What
if you begin to doubt your abilities?
Usually, what I like to call
"Where's Waldo? Syndrome" occurs.
It is unavoidable. It's like you keep on
looking for Waldo, but can't find him.
After endless interviews and re
jections, it just isn't happening. You
start getting disappointed and see
yourself as a failure. Let me remind
you, you are not a failure if you do
not have a job after graduation. Life
goes on. "Keep looking for Waldo"
becomes the motto.
Instead of becoming a fun game
to play, those who have the "Where's
Waldo? Syndrome" find themselves
in a Werzner Herzog movie. The Ger
man film director typically features
heroes with impossible dreams, pro
tagonists with unique talents in ob
scure fields or individuals who find
themselves with internal conflict.
It is like your life is spinning out
of control in a Dr. Seuss movie meets
The Nightmare Before Christmas. Get
the visual of the "Where's Waldo?"
complex?.
The "Where's Waldo? Syn
drome" is one that affects the 20-to25 year-old crowd. Searching for the
purpose of their life and pursuing
dreams of success characterize com
mon concerns for "Where's Waldo?"
youth.
The ailment for the normal afflic
tion is action. Taking initiative and
actually doing something instead of
thinking about what you will do is key
to get out of the rut. As simple and sil
ly as it sounds, the "Where's Waldo?
Syndrome" is widespread at USD,
A wild idea to remedy the prob
lem is a partnership here in college.
Before graduation, make connections.
Ok, so what is so crazy about that?
Well, what about business students
teaming up with students in the art de
partment to form a guild?
Establishing a network between
the artist community and business
world can lead to lucrative profit. The
suggestion is not to invest initially in
the art but to form gatherings. The
meetings will allow for the free ex
change of ideas. Business-savvy stu
dents will impart their knowledge to
the artists and vice versa. Both gain
educational value and insight from the
connection to plan for a future of art
investment.
The private art market was
formed in 18th-century Paris with the
great benefactress Madame Pompa
dour. She was the former royal mis
tress and late widow to King Louis
XV. Upon the king's death she invest
ed her money in the art community
and established the tradition of private
art deals.
If the guild obtains a benefactor
willing to patronize the movement,
then all parties are satisfied. The art
and business venture flourishes in col
lege and can progress upon gradua
tion through the art market.
This is just an idea as an alter
native to the traditional interviews
to avoid the "Where's Waldo? Syn
drome" and an advertisement to in
vest in the arts. Forming alliances in
college to continue into a business
upon graduaduation is a suggestion to
take into account.
In Waldo's case, he is always hid
ing in a piece of art. His books are art
pieces within themselves. So go on
searching for Waldo.
The catch to the "Where's Wal
do? Syndrome" is that many go on
searching for Waldo without realizing
that they are actually Waldo. What
they should be looking for is within
themselves.
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For many American soldiers the trauma of war follow them back home, even after they have left the battlefield.

For some soldiers, the war never ends
PTSD affects many soldiers and needs to be taken seriously
By Nicolas Dixon
Under constant fire, soldiers are
prone to psychological distress trig
gered by battle trauma. Post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) is a common
anxiety disorder that occurs after wit
nessing or experiencing a traumatic
event that threatened death or injury,
says the PubMed Health website, an
offshoot of the U.S. National Library
of Medicine. This disorder often goes
unrecognized, but it must be given
more attention in order to help afflict
ed veterans cope and recover.
PTSD has four main symptoms.
First, an individual relives the trau
ma through flashback episodes that
disrupt daily activity. Second, PTSD
causes avoidance or an emotional
numbing and detachedness to people
and situations. Third, the opposite
extreme, hyper-vigilance, occurs.
Symptoms include being startled eas
ily or having difficulty concentrat
ing. Fourth, "survivor guilt," feeling
remorse for having lived while oth
ers perished, can haunt the psyche of

those who escaped the worst part of a
traumatic event.
USD junior John Donovan, a
medic for the U.S. military, has first
hand experience in understanding that
the reality of PTSD is not black and
white.
"PTSD expresses itself in vary
ing degrees. It can be more debilitat
ing for some more than others, even
among people who experienced the
same trauma," Donovan said.
To prevent the onset of PTSD, one
must first prepare for the heightened
stress of battle even before entering it.
This fitness, or "resiliency" as Dono
van calls it can make all the difference
in the world, because it strengthens a
person's mental fortitude.
"There are no gnarly stories, just
sad and frustrating ones," Donovan
said. "What is cool, though, is when
they find effective ways to cope with
it and their life gets better because of
it."
The New York Times on Friday
featured a PTSD incident on the front
page of international news. An un-

named United States sergeant killed 16
Afghan villagers and after his fourth
military tour reportedly had domestic
conflicts with his wife and struggled
with heavy drinking. The real trag
edy is that his emotional health went
unchecked for so long that his PTSD
escalated to a dangerous level.
On the surface, there was nothing
the sergeant did that indicated some
thing was wrong. His lawyer attests
to his numerous awards and decora
tions, his perseverance through injury
and his dedication as a career military
man. Before rising through the ranks
to Third Stryker Brigade, Second In
fantry, the sergeant had been a bluecollar Midwesterner with a healthy
life and family. Now his wife and
children have been moved to a mili
tary base for their protection.
Victims of PTSD will worsen
their symptoms by drinking alcohol,
according to PubMed Health. Other
complications include drug abuse, de
pression and panic attacks. Chances
of recovery are greatest with early di
agnosis, prompt treatment and, most

importantly, a strong social support
group.
Desensitization treatment, or en
couraging thoughts of the traumatic
incident, is suggested for those who
have already coped with their drug
and alcohol abuse. Desensitization
treatment helps trauma patients get
used to the ideas running through their
minds and to express their feelings
about them rather than suppress them.
Sometimes, group therapy or medica
tion is also prescribed in addition to
counseling.
PTSD needs to be talked about
and made more aware to not only
people who serve, but to the general
population as well, in order to help
recognize warning signs of soldiers
who may be afflicted with PTSD but
do not know it yet. This way it can be
treated in the beginning stages before
the situation becomes a crisis.
The bottom line is that the road
to recovery is eased by emotional
support and psychological resilience.
Vets know it best: what doesn't kill
you makes you, stronger.

Locked out: Are USD's bike locking rules fair?
By Will Stoney
I ride my bike to school almost ev
ery day. I have a car, but for the most
part it sits outside my apartment in Pa
cific Beach, collecting dust and getting
parking tickets. I've driven it to school
maybe five times, when extreme weath
er or laziness overcame my love for
commuting by bicycle.
I ride my bike because I don't have
to pay for gas, or an exorbitantly-priced
USD parking permit. I ride my bike be
cause the 30 minutes between my house
and campus are a chance to zone out, lisr
ten to some good music, and get a little
exercise in the process.
1 ride my bike because once I get
to school, I don't have to engage in the
frantic search for an open spot in USD's
highly-regulated warren of parking
structures.
Instead, I ride my bike to the build
ing that Lhave class in, change my shirt,
put on deodorant out of courtesy to my
classmates, and go to class.
I do not have to devote any mental
energy to where I am going to park, I
just lock my bike to the closest available
secure object. Which is why I was takep
aback when I walked out of class in the
IPJ last week to find a piece of paper
stapled to the top tube of my light blue
Peugeot. The note read:
Dear Bike Rider,
Please do not park and
lock your bike to the
railings. There is a bike
rack in front of La Paloma
for daily use. This is your
warning. Future violations
will result in a call to
public safety and removal
of your bike.
Thank you for your
cooperation,
KIP J Management.
Now, I'm not entirely sure who
"KIPJ Management" is. But this nebu
lous force of west-campus-dwelling
bike-bashers has gone too far. One

Katelyn Montero/The Vista

Many students enjoy riding bikes to school in order to avoid the hassle of finding a parking spot on campus.

would think that a school that gives as
much lip service to "sustainability" and
"going green" as USD does would love
having bicycles locked around their
campus.
They are, after all, tangible mark
ers of the student body's dedication to
cutting down on carbon emissions that
President Mary Lyons could point to and
make sage comments about when taking
important people around. But, just like
so many other things, USD loves sus
tainability, but only on its own terms.
Sure, I could lock my bike in front
of La Paloma. But like every other form
of parking on the campus, the rack is of
ten crowded or full.
In addition, the rack only supports
the front wheel of the bike, thus leaving
it prone to being knocked over acciden
tally and bending the front wheel. The
railing in front of the IPJ is a far sturdier,
safer and more convenient location. But

my real issue with the regulation of bike
locking lies in the principle of the act.
I guess that someone deep within the
bowels of the IPJ feels that my bike be
ing locked to the railing outside of the
building mars the perfectly cultivated
resort image that they try so desperately
to cultivate over there.
1 mean, what if someone took a pic
ture of the IPJ that included a bicycle in
it? Then everyone that saw that picture
would know that the IPJ is not an infal
libly perfect monument to all things just
and peaceful in the world, but actually a
place in which living, breathing human
beings attend class.
Who and/or what is harmed by my
unquestionably handsome bike's pres
ence leaning against the railing far out
of the way of the walking paths, blocked
mostly by a giant flower pot?
If the administration can provide
me with an adequate answer to this

question, and adequate proof of the
harmful effects of my choice of locking
locations, then I will be happy to lock
my bike elsewhere. Until then, I'm at a
bit of a loss as to what to do.
Should I lock my bike to the same
place I always have for four years and
risk confiscation? Or should I give in to
the threats of the KIPJ management and
lock it in a location they have deemed
more seemly?
If my bike was confiscated, it would
leave me utterly stranded on campus,
and devoid of my favorite possession in
the world. That coupled with my usual
tendency to obey authority, and relative
disinterest in "protest-like" actions, will
probably lead me to choose the latter op
tion.
As they so often do, the inherently
more powerful forces of the administra
tion have triumphed over the desires of
the students.

Surrounded by its usual cloud of
hype, Apple recently unveiled its latest
product: the new iPad. This new iPad,
which was released last Wednesday,
reportedly has a sharper display on the
screen, a faster processor, voice dicta
tion capabilities and will be faster at
tapping into cellular networks than the
older versions.
The gadgets on the must-have
iPad are reported to be all-around bet
ter, making the upgrade to the newer
version seem appealing. The processor
is said to be four-times faster than the
iPad 2, and the camera is the same one
that was introduced on the iPhone 4S,
which has led many customers to use
their iPhone as their primary camera.
Additionally, the latest iPad can access
4G networks compared to the 3G net
work, which is known to be overall a
faster connection for users.
One of the main selling points,
however, is the "retina" display which
is not only sharper but is said to be
better than most high-definition TVs.
This is the same display that was in
troduced on the iPhone 4. In USA To
day, Apple's senior vice-president Phil
Schiller claimed that the resolution of
the iPad is 2048x1530 pixels while the
majority of high-definition TVs are only
1920x1080 pixels. That averages out to
be one million more pixels than highdefinition TVs, basically suggesting
that the iPad's new screen performance
is better than the high-definition TV in
your house.
While it all sounds nice and high
tech, one hot item that Apple chose
not to bring over from the iPhone 4S
is Siri, the much-loved voice-activated
personal assistant. They did, however,
add voice dictation, which is supposed
to supplement those needs. However, to
the Siri die-hards, it will most likely fall
short of expectations unless it too can
have conversations like Siri does.
In addition to these changes, Apple
has created some new updates for the
iPad to help make the users' experience
more enjoyable including iMovie, the
Apple video-editing tool, Garageband,
the virtual music player and iPhoto,
which has now been brought over from
Macs to the iPad.
With the new release of Apple's
latest product the company hopes that
all of these improvements are enough
to bring customers running down to the
nearest Apple store to purchase the new
iPad. Yet, when taking a look back, is it
really worth it? Recent news has shown
that the iPad 2 has dropped in price a
significant amount with the anticipation
of the release on the new iPad. Would it
not be smarter and more economical to
buy the older version?
When looking at the bigger picture,
it appears that the majority of the up
dates made on Apple products are rarely
monumental enough to make users feel
the need to change out their older ver
sion to the latest and greatest one.
For instance, take the iPhone 4 ver
sus the iPhone 4S. Apple reported that
the iPhone 4S was going to be much
better and faster than the iPhone 4, lead
ing many to feel the need to wait and
buy the latest product.
Many were hoping that the new
item would look different than the
iPhone 4. However, on the big day the
4S was revealed, the only major differ
ence was the fact that users could talk to
their phones by using Siri.
Granted, there were some "high
tech" changes made to the phone which
made the camera better and the Internet
faster, and other cool features were
added to help "enhance" the phone. But
when holding an iPhone 4 in one hand
and the iPhone 4S in the other, Siri was
the only noticeable feature that stood
out. So why pay the extra cash for a
phone that talks back?
The same thing could be said for
the new iPad. If the iPad 2 can fulfill
users' needs, why should anyone feel
the need to upgrade or pay more for a
product that seems to not be that differ
ent from the old version? Unless a buyer
really wants the new features added, I
see no reason to buy the new one when
the iPad 2 can do almost the same thing.
While the new iPad does have it's
perks, it doesn't seem that the changes
are worth the cost of an upgrade. Buyers
should wait until the changes made on
the iPad are more noticeable and are big
enough to make a real difference.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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New sushi bar at Bert's Bistro is a hit
Cathy Nguyen/TheVista

By Nicole Younger
Need your sushi fix? Don't have
a car to get to Sushi Freak or Harney
Sushi in Old Town? You're in luck.
A little over three weeks ago, Bert's
Bistro added a variety of fresh sushi
rolls, miso soup and seaweed salads
to its menu.
Michael McDonald, manager of
Bert's Bistro, said that the sushi sta
tion is off to a great start. Accord
ing to McDonald, sales have already
gone up 10 percent due to the opening
of the sushi bar.
He noted that students seem to be
excited that there is not only sushi of
fered at the Student Life Pavilion but
also at Bert's.
Instead of trekking across cam

pus, students that are craving sushi but
are studying hard in Copley or Mother
Rosalie Hall can stop by Bert's to get
their fish fix.
The master behind the delicious
sushi rolls is Mickey Gonzalez. He said
the most popular so far is the California
Roll.
"People like it because everything
in it is cooked, and there is no raw fish"
Gonzalez said. "People like to stay on
the safe side when it comes to sushi."
Gonzalez has seen professors, fac
ulty and students alike come in to try the
sushi at Bert's.
"The professors and staff have even
requested Sapporo and sake from me,"
Gonzalez said.
Although Bert's may not have al
coholic beverages just yet, it does of
fer miso soup to accompany any sushi

roll. Gonzalez said that many people
have been requesting tempura as
well. He hopes that in the future Bert's
can offer that in addition to the miso
soup. The high demand for sushi has
had Gonzales working up a storm ev
ery day.
"On our busiest day we make 70
rolls, and on a regular day we make
about 50 rolls," Gonzalez said. Al
though there is only a very small por
tion of Bert's devoted to sushi, the rolls
are in high demand from everyone on
campus.
Freshman Jamie Kirk was im
pressed when he had had his first spicy
tuna roll from Bert's.
"I hardly ever get sushi, and this
stuff is pretty good," Kirk said. "It's
fresh and definitely better than the din
ner sushi at the S*LP." Kirk said he

would be back for more sushi in the
near future.
A new regular of the sushi bar is
Junior Tim Rossi. According to Chef
Gonzalez, Rossi has already stopped
in eight times since the sushi station
opened.
"I like that you can see them
making the sushi in front of you,"
Rossi said.
Rossi said Bert's sushi is of restau
rant quality and that he is happy he can
use his dining dollars to treat himself
to great food. As a last resort, Rossi
said that he will eat boxed sushi, but
he would much rather prefer to stop in
at Bert's.
Senior Vanessa Dang tested out
the new sushi bar as well.
"The spicy tuna roll was great and
so was the seaweed salad," she said.

Dang noted that it's nice that
Bert's is branching out and adding new
things to the menu to satisfy a variety
of different tastes.
Other seniors have said that it's re
freshing that the campus is continually
adding new things to eat such as the
Torero Tu Go food truck and a perma
nent barbecue station at Bert's.
Just a few years ago, options for
eating were limited to "The Caff and a
couple other dining areas. The campus
has really worked to make sure all of
the students' and faculty members' di
etary needs and desires are met.
Although the sushi at Bert's Bistro
may not be a five-star dining experi
ence, students and faculty members
agree that it more than surpasses typi
cal pre-packaged, plastic box sushi and
is good addition to the school.

Facebook fast continues for freshman
By Sarah Phillips
Week 2
It's only been one week, and
already the Facebook Big Brother
has noticed my absence. I only
know this because I received an
email directly from the source.
The email from Facebook read,
"Hi Sarah, you are receiving this
email due to your recent inactivity
on your page. Here's some activ
ity you have missed on Facebook."
It then listed notifications about my
friends. The message then went on
to tell me that I have "missed some
popular stories," including updates
about which of my friends have
"liked" each other's photos. Then
followed the ever-enticing, click
able blue box that read "Go To
Facebook" in a round, white font.
I kid you not, the email actually
said this: "You have missed some
popular stories." I bet Friend 1 and
Friend2 liking Friend3's photo was
too juicy a story for anyone to pass
by. I mean, really? Aside from the
shock that Facebook considers that
a "popular story," I couldn't believe that were going on in their lives. In
that it took so little time for Face- turn, that knowledge remained for
book to try to lure me back. Where ever on the back burner in my mind,
did you go, Sarah? Did you see a creating this unknown anxiety that I,
butterfly or something shiny and too, should be doing something awe
wander astray from the pack? How some. Now, since that strange pressure
could you possibly have stopped is gone, I've been less worried and
going on Facebook otherwise? more carefree about my social status.
You're really missing out. Can't
There's always the chance that I
you see that everyone else has lives, could be missing out on the most awe
unlike you?
some pictures from the most awesome
The ironic thing is that I haven't party that happened on the most awe
had much trouble going off of Face- some weekend. But, in my opinion,
book, at least for the first week. The ignorance is bliss. Isn't it? Wasn't it
Internet is a big playground. There better back in the good ol' days when,
are plerity other websites on which if our friends went to the mall and
to procrastinate. Aside from a tad "forgot" to invite us, we didn't know
bit of curiosity to see what life is about it? Nowadays, people don't even
like in the social vortex, I am do make an effort to conceal any activi
ing pretty well. Being off Facebook ties from the uninvited guest. It's kind
has oddly made me less obsessive of weird how the mindset has switched
about what other people are do and no one seems to notice or care.
ing. Habitually searching, or bet
Another thing I've noticed in a mere
ter yet, stalking friends or crushes week is how often I went on Facebook.
(Is crush too "high school" of a I know this because I share similar
thing to say? Whatever.) on Face- Facebook habits with my friends, and
book had indirectly and subcon I've noticed a lot more how often the
sciously made me aware of their white News Feed with the blue banner
awesome events, however staged, on top was lighting up their computer

screens. I've also noticed more how
much we carefully and meticulously
craft our comments and photo up
dates, right down to the precise punc
tuation and even the time it is posted.
Most of us are guilty of this practice,
even if we won't admit it.
The only true downside from
this Facebook Fast so far is that I
almost missed my intramural volley
ball team's message about a canceled
game. We communicate on Facebook
through a group message system,
and it sort of slipped my mind that I
should tell them that I wouldn't be on
Facebook for a while. Thank good
ness I texted my team's captain, oth
erwise I would've shown up dressed
up in my volleyball gear to an empty
court like an idiot.
Well, Spring Break is coming
up, and I am a little anxious about
being off Facebook. It's easy to deal
with at USD, because I am con
stantly surrounded by my friends and
peers. There's always something so
cially entertaining to do around the
corner. With school clubs and parties
and classes, it's easy to forget Face-

book. But at home, and when none
of my L.A. friends are in town, it's
expected to feel like a social waste
land without the added comfort of
Facebook. Or maybe it could be
even more liberating. We'll see.

Week 3
Spring break is coming to a close,
and thus ends probably the most ex
cruciating period without Facebook.
Being away from the site and away
from my friends was challenging, to
say the least. But it was bearable for
only one reason: I discovered Tumblr. Tumblr has been out for a long
time, but I just never took the time
to set one up for myself. For those
who still don't know what Tumblr
is, it's basically a photo blog. Sure,
people do take their own pictures and
post them, but the real joy of Tumblr
is posting hipster "inspirational" pic
tures and funny GIFs, or Graphic In
terchange Formats, which are similar
to the moving pictures that are seen
on Tumblr sites and blogs.
So Tumblr became a new dis

traction for me, but enough about
Tumblr. This is still about Facebook, the real social distraction of
our time. This week has prompted a
new development in this adventure.
Now that it's been almost a month,
I've discovered that my friends and
random acquaintances alike are start
ing to become very annoyed with my
lack of Facebook.
At first, everyone was primarily
appalled yet intrigued when I told
them I was giving up Facebook for
Lent. Their looks of sheer horror at
just the thought of it were entertain
ing enough. Some asked further ques
tions ("How are you possibly going
to get through forty whole days?!")
while others awkwardly chuckled to
ease their anxiety and soon quickly
changed the subject.
But now things are different.
My friends now exhibit frustration
when I don't know that our plans got
canceled on an event wall or when I
wasn't aware that they posted mutual
pictures that they were expecting
me to comment on. I don't know if
it's really just a combination of lazi
ness and irritation that they have to
tell a story twice since I didn't hear
it the first time on Facebook or if it's
that they're just sick of my complete
obliviousness to the current online
social atmosphere.
But whatever it is to them, my
Facebook fast is no longer a novelty,
a circus act or a social experiment.
It's just plain obnoxious. It's kind
of weird when I get condescending,
snarky remarks about being out of
the loop ("Oh right, you're not on
Facebook..."), yet I'm the one who
should be frustrated in this scenario.
Wouldn't anyone be exasperated
with being outside the social gos
sip circle of Facebook? I feel like
a complete idiot when everyone
knows some juicy hearsay, and I'm
the only one who still needs the full
story.
Maybe I'd be annoyed too, if I
had to explain everything that was
happening on Facebook to a friend
on a stupid fast. But whatever the
reason, I still haven't given in and
returned to Facebook just to see what
all the hullabaloo is about. Because
quite honestly, I can do without it just
fine.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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to the editor from students, faculty, staff,
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2bd/2bth condo, 4th floor views,
block to ocean and bay.
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Grad! 1154 Emerald Street in for sale just south of Mount
Pacific Beach. 3 bedroom home Soledad. Custom Built Cape Cod,
with panoramic ocean views, just 3,000 square feet. $899,000 3 blocks to the ocean. $669,000. $999,000. Also, be on the look out
Tfhis home rents to USD students for 2
» new Mission Beach condos
typically for $3,000/month. This for sale UNDER $400K! Call today
is a great way for your family for homes for sale 858.869.3940,
Troop
to own a home at the beach and sduniversityhomes.com,
cash flow! Call Seth today for Real Estate License #01463479
details 858.869.3940. Go to
sduniversityhomes.com for 1000s
of homes for sale! Troop Real
Estate License # 01463479
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You
be the
judge

By Haley Earl-Lynn
We all know our parents told us
not to judge a book by its cover, but
sometimes that is just not an option.
Of course this saying has many
meanings in our modern day and age.
Today we look at profile pictures,
friend count and overall Facebook
posting habits when we judge a new
friend or even a long-lost childhood
friend.
When I think about the tired
aforementioned phrase, I immediately
think about my personal Facebook
habits. We might jokingly call it
"Facebook stalking," but we really
are just giving in to Mr. Zuckerberg's
big plan when we Facebook stalk. We
are scanning our friends and making
snap judgments in our heads.
I think it's interesting how
addicting this habit has become for
us. You can lose hours of your day to
Facebook. People wouldn't give it up
for Lent if it wasn't a black hole to
our free time.
But this is the most obvious form
of judgement in our day and age. I
have come to realize that I am a bit
of a snooty judger. I have friends who
share interests totally different from
mine, but I relentlessly tease them for
their love of top 40 songs and ABC
Family TV shows.
I strongly believe that what you
like says so much more about who
you are than what you look like. I in
no way intend to wear the prophetic
pants here and tell you not to judge.
Come on! I am just a much bigger fan
of making judgements based on taste.
Over the past few days I have been
brainstorming new ways to judge
people.
I have been taking polls and
annoying my friends and coworkers.
I realize there are so many aspects
of my peers' lives that define them.
These aspects are worth a close
judgement. Let's break it down.
The browser you use to access the
Internet directly correlates with your
intelligence and interest in keeping
up with ever-changing technologies.
There are several browsers to choose
from: Firefox, Google Chrome,
Safari, etc. There are pluses to each
browser. Some work better on PCs,
others better on Macs. However, if
you are still using Internet Explorer,
I am truly sorry for you. It's time to
get yourself an upgrade. Judging your
friends based on their browser choice
is a good place to start.
The homepage you have set your
web browser to is another aspect. It
is an indication of your interests and
priorities.
Socialites have their homepage
set to Facebook. Up to the minute
updates of friends' whereabouts
are imperative to their everyday
computer use.
Inquisitive minds choose Google
as a homepage. Constant ponderings
much be met with the most accessed
search engine.
Informed and politically active
citizens choose CNN or Fox News,
obviously depending on their political
identification. For these folks it is
necessary to get their news straight
from the largest sources.
For my hipster friends, the
homepage is probably NPR. A
healthy balance between news, art
and music is satisfied by the media
network
supplying
independent
stations around the country.
Sports
enthusiasts find
it
necessary to set ESPN as their
homepage. While it baffles me that
the up-and-down success of tall and
buff men can entertain a huge amount
of people, it does.
We can't limit the most defining
aspects of our peers' lives to computer
related examples, though. The car
they drive, the major they chose and
their eating habits all play a part in
creating the whole package that is a
person. It is time to say goodbye to the
old belief that judging a book by its
cover is negative. Given the phrase's
close association to books, we should
be skeptical of its relevance anyway.
Books are, after all, in a downhill
battle with digital media.
Perhaps this has just been
a chance for me to justify my
tendencies to judge. For that, thank
you for playing the role of the priest
in the confessional.

EDITOR
Haley Earl-Lynn
heh nn@usdvista.coni

Foreign films arrive on campus this semester
By Annalisa Minetto
Are you in need of cultural
immersion, but that fancy trip
abroad costs a pretty penny? Well,
not to worry. USD's International
film series, sponsored by the
College of Arts and Sciences and
the Department of Languages and
Literatures, has been brought back
again this semester to broaden the
horizons of students and members of
the university community.
The films span the globe, hailing
from countries such as Italy, France,
Japan, Canada, Germany, Colombia
and China. The chair and director
of the film series is Professor Kevin
Guerrieri. When asked how films
were chosen to be a part of the event,
he explained that the process was
very complex.
"The selection of films varies
from semester to semester, but we
try to include a range of geographical
regions and languages. Some of
the films
are also incorporated
into a given class being offered
that semester, and in this case, it is
common that the film is presented

by that faculty member and or a
student," Guerrieri said.
Viewings for each of the films
take place throughout campus and
are shown at various times, usually in
the late afternoon and evening hours.
Each film is accompanied by English
subtitles, and there is no entrance fee.
In order to get a better handle on any
particular film, trailers are available
to watch on the Department of
Language and Literatures' website.
Upcoming films include a healthy
mi x of action and romance. On Apri12,
"Incendies" will play in Camino 115.
"Incendies" is a Canadian and French
film set in the Middle East. Director
Denis Villeneuve, a Canadian-born
director, has experienced success as a
cinematographer, writer and director.
He has directed four films total, with
"Incendies" being his third.
"Incendies" is the next film
playing in the series here on campus,
but there are still eight films to
be screened before the end of the
semester. Contact the College of Arts
and Sciences for more information
on upcoming films and screening
locations.

Scenes from each film. LEFT: "Was tun, wenn's brennf'TOP RIGHT: "HuaYang De Nian Hu" BOTTOM RIGHT: "Lucie Aubra"

Ben Kweller's fifth album resonates with fans
By Maggie Hartley
Although the colloquialism "go
fly a kite" can mean to repel unwanted
attention, rock musician Ben Kweller
has adopted this figure of speech as
the title of his fifth album — one that's
already drawn much critical praise.
Most critics appreciate Kweller's
established sound and agree that he
should keep doing what he does best.
Kweller's album won't disappoint
long time fans. Fans will be happy
to hear similar indie/altemative/pop
tunes. The album's lyrics, however,
deal with some darker topics which
may
be
unsettling.
Kweller's
influences on this album are clear.
He takes note from the music of the
Beatles and the Hollies, which have
influenced his piano ballads and
punchy tunes. Even though he has
apparently found inspiration from
work of music legends, Kweller's
individual creative sound still shines
through.

Kweller moved to New York City
with his girlfriend and began working
on his solo music career after 1999.
He released four albums on the record
label ATO. His most popular album
was self-titled and came out in 2006.
Tracks "Penny on the Train
Track" and "Sundress" were fan
favorites. Six years later, "Go Fly a
Kite" is Kweller's newest album and
the first to be produced on his own
record label, The Noise Company.
Kweller has described this new
album as electric and energetic but
simultaneously deeper and darker
than previous albums.
Nicholas Moffitt of VZ Magazine
describes Kweller as a kid who just
won't grow up.
"Kweller is the kind of talented
musician who strives to be like the
classics of Beatles, Kinks, and Neil
Young but cannot get past the nerdrock lifestyle of Weezer and Ben
Folds," Moffitt said.
Even though this is his fifth
album, his sound has barely matured.

"Mean to Me," the first song off
"Go Fly a Kite," has been identified
by Kweller as the song that takes the
most risks on this album. It starts the
album off in an exciting way and is
a fitting introduction. It sets up the
possibility of something new and
edgy from Kweller.
Though after listening to the
rest of the album, it would be easy
to conclude that Kweller has chosen
to stay put in his catchy power-pop
safety bubble. A longer look at the
album proves otherwise.
The lyrics behind "Mean to
Me" are very serious and almost
angry. Critic Charles Duerr from the
Consequence of Sound web journal
comments that the song has a bit of
a 'tude.
"The song has an attitude that
says 'F you' if you don't like me.
He knows you've Ijeard this chord
progression before, but he doesn't
care" said Duerr.
Kweller was born in San
Francisco but moved at a young age

Ben Kweller puts on an emotional live show. Having spent over 10 years making music for various labels, he is an industry expert.

and spent most of his life growing up
in Texas. Kweller's early music career
started in a band he and two other
local musician friends formed called
Radish. The band began generating
hype and made several appearances
on late-night TV shows.
After signing with Mercury
Records, the band's success began
to diminish in the states. Radish
developed somewhat of a cult
following in the United Kingdom and
went on a few European tours, but
their stateside success never came.
Radish fell out of the dull spotlight
they had briefly found.
Ben Kweller's new album "Go
Fly a Kite" is not exactly daring or
controversial, but a deeper message
can be heard in each song. Fans can
look to take more from the album
ultimately because of the topics
addressed in the songs.
A world tour and multiple
media appearances are planned for
the promotion of Kweller's newest
album.
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Katniss, played by Jennifer Lawrence, and Peeta, played by Josh Hutcherson, represent District 12 during the Reaping.

"The Hunger Games" expects to rock box offices this week
By Carly Hanson
Fast paced, action packed, and
filled with moments that will pull
a tear from the most stoic reader's
eye, "The Hunger Games" trilogy is
not just for fans of the fantasy genre.
Sure, "The Hunger Games" trilogy is
labeled teen fiction, but as the book's
excellent sales have indicated, it holds
an amazing appeal for teens, adults,
females and males alike. According
to the official site for "The Hunger
Games" movie, the first book in the
trilogy has remained on The New
York Times bestseller list for over
three consecutive years.
The trilogy is such a quick read
that a week and a half is plenty of time
to make it through all three books.
The perfect scenario for Easter break
would include reading the trilogy and

then heading to the movie theaters
to catch the film version of the first
book, which premieres on March 23.
Author Suzanne Collins sets up
the story in post-apocalyptic America.
The United States has been separated
into the Capitol and 13 surrounding
districts and is now called Panem. The
Capitol lives in luxury, while the 13
districts labor in poverty. Each year
the entire population of each district is
required to attend the reaping, where
a boy and a girl between the ages of
12 and 18 are selected to compete
in the Hunger Games, a competition
designed to remind the districts of the
Capitol's dominance and control over
them. The games are entertaining and
exciting for those living under the
safeguard of the Capitol, but for those
trying to survive in the districts, the
Hunger Games are a cruel reminder
of their obvious lack of power.

Families from the districts must
watch helplessly as their children are
selected to enter into a fight to the
death. Contestants are put into a giant
arena designed and controlled by
Capitol Gamemakers. A new arena is
constructed each year and may consist
of anything from a barren desert
to thick forest. The last remaining
contestant alive is pronounced victor.
The first book in the set of three
is "The Hunger Games" and starts off
with the story of Katniss Everdeen,
a teenage girl from District 12.
Brave, strong and clever, Katniss has
learned to take care of her family.
Katniss illegally steps outside the
boundaries of District 12 to find food
for her family after the death of her
father in a mining accident and the
onset of her mother's depression.
Katniss hunts with her closest friend,
Gale, in order to keep their families

from succumbing to starvation like
so many others in District 12. The
only other way to acquire extra food
is by submitting a child's name into
the reaping lottery multiple times,
which makes the poor and hungry
particularly likely to be selected for
the games. When Katniss' younger
sister is selected as a contestant,
Katniss volunteers as tribute to take
her place. Peeta, the boy selected from
District 12, accompanies Katniss to
the games.
Once inside the games, Katniss
and Peeta must find a way to survive.
They not only fight against the other
tributes, some who have spent their
lives training for this game, but must
also prepare themselves for anything
the Gamemakers might decide to insert
into the games. Extreme weather,
natural disasters and' mechanically
enhanced animals are just a few of the

obstacles that Katniss and Peeta must
overcome in a desperate attempt to
return home to their families.
With "The Hunger Games" movie
scheduled to premiere this Friday,
those who have yet to pick up the
books now have the opportunity to get
a taste of "The Hunger Games" flavor
without stopping by the bookstore.
Katniss Everdeen will be played
by Jennifer Lawrence, who has
starred in films like "X-Men: First
Class," "House at the End of the
Street" and "Like Crazy." Peeta's
character will be played by Josh
Hutcherson. Hutcherson is widely
known for his roles in films such as
"Zathura," "Bridge to Terabithia" and
"The Kids are Alright." Critics are
eagerly awaiting the film's premiere,
especially given the built up hype and
comparisons to the "Harry Potter" and
"Twilight" series.

ie is based on Suzanne Collins' first novel in "The Hunger Games" trilogy. RIGHT:The main characters hit the red carpet at the European premier.
LEFT:The movie
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The Hunger Games
comes out in theaters

Mother Hips
@ House of Blues

Romeo Santos
@ Valley View
Casino Center

Tyga
@ House of Blues

"A Room With A View" shines at the Old Globe Theater
By Nazin Sedehi
"A Room with a View," a
musical adaptation of E.M. Forster's
novel of the same name, is currently
playing at the Old Globe Theatre in
Balboa Park.
The book is about a young British
woman named Lucy Honeychurch
who travels to Italy under the
supervision of her chaperon and
older cousin, Miss Bartlett.
Miss Bartlett is focused on
saving Lucy's reputation, while
Lucy is busy befriending George
Emerson, a match that Miss Bartlett
doesn't believe to be the least bit
advantageous. It is not until Lucy
is back in England and engaged to
another man, the dreadful Cecil Vyse,
that she and George meet again.
Fans of the novel should know
now that the plot of the musical
adaptation does not strictly adhere to
the plot of the book.
While the novel is a bit more
complex and has time to develop
the dimensionality of its characters,
the characterization needs to be
done much more quickly in a stage
production. The musical, it should be
said, does this well.
The beginning of the show is
awkward, which is to be expected
by those familiar with the novel.
The place Lucy and Miss Bartlett are
staying in in Florence is comic but
awkward with its eclectic group of
guests and George's character, a guy
obsessed with the meaning of life, is
meant to be a tad strange.
But the Miss Alans, two elderly
sisters that the main characters
meet in Florence, steal the show by
playing their parts in drag, something
you would never expect of this Miss
Alans.
The set is lovely with all of its
postcard-esque
looking
frames.
Some of the musical numbers are
more intense than one would have
expected. "Ludwig and I" was
especially impressive.
It is based on the fact that Lucy
Lucy Honeychurch and George Emerson are the stars of the Old Globe's "A Room With A View."

enjoys playing the piano and plays
the instrument during her moments
of distress.
The number was so cheesy, in a
love-it-because-it's-a-musical kind
of way, and it gets really good when
the whole staff joins in near the end
of the song.
It's also interesting to finally get
a musical-style glimpse into the head
of Lucy while she plays, a theme
that draws out much speculation
throughout the novel.
I'm just going to put another
heads-up out there. The Old Globe
website does state that this musical
is for mature audiences only, but just
in case you miss their announcement,
this is a fair warning. There is
definitely nudity on stage, and this
is fine for all of you except for those
of you who invite your mother to the
performance like I did.
This is ultimately a feel-good
musical. It's light-hearted and it's
sometimes funny, and although you
don't want to because you really
want a different kind of ending for
once, you find yourself rooting for
Lucy and George in the end.
Musicals in general are not meant
to be incredibly deep and have loads
of meaning, so if this is what you're
looking for, I would find something
else to do.
The performance itself is
probably forgettable, and it should
not be compared to the Academy
Award-winning movie adaptation of
the novel, but I still think it's a nice
enough performance to be seen.
Performances of "A Room with
a View," the world's first musical
adaptation of this novel, will be
playing until April 15.
Tickets are available to students
for $20 as long as they are under
30 years old. Tickets can also be
purchased for a guest for $20,
regardless of his or her age.
More information about the
$20 under 30 program and the
performance itself can be found
on the Old Globe website, www.
OldGlobe.org.
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The Punch Brothers successfully combine folk and rock
The band stopped in Southern California last week and will be back this fall
By Sarah Jorgensen
The Punch Brothers, a Brooklynbased bluegrass band, came through
southern California last weekend.
This energetic bluegrass and folk
string quintet played to a packed
and equally energetic crowd in Los
Angeles' El Rey Theatre. The band
had excellent chemistry on stage,
watching each other closely and
making seamless transitions into
solos and longer improvisation.
Punch Brothers' bassist Paul
Kowert hit the nail on the head in a
recent interview with USD Radio
when he said that seeing the band
live was like hearing "the record on
caffeine." The sold-out show featured
many songs off of the band's new
album, "Who's Feeling Young Now?,"
including the rousing "This Girl" and
"Don't Get Married Without Me."
Other
crowd
favorites
included "Rye Whiskey" off of
the band's critically acclaimed
album "Antifogmatic" - a song that
prompted mandolin player Chris Thile
to propose a toast to the crowd. Some
of thd more quiet songs, like "Missy,"
were just as impressive live and
featured complex vocal harmonies.
While the band's more lyricallyoriented songs are certainly fun tunes
that the crowd loved to sing along to,
the band's strongest moments were
when they simply improvised on their
instrumental songs.
A highlight of the show was
"Flippen," an excellent track off
the new album. Though the album
cut of this song is very strong, it
just exploded on stage. "Hundred
Dollars," a darker track also on the
new record, heavily benefited from an
extended improvisation tacked onto
the end of the song. The band really
seemed to feed off the energy of the
audience, which Thile claimed at the
end of the show was "one of the best
this tour."
"At this moment, we've played
12 shows since the album dropped,"

Kowert said. "We're energized by
the experience of translating our
record sound to our live show, and
we have more power now than ever
before, which the songs really call
for. We're playing our best shows yet,
and the audience response has been
overwhelmingly good."
The band's cover of Radiohead's
"Kid A" was also exciting to hear. It
was such a strange choice for a band
like Punch Brothers to play, but it
completely worked.
"We've been playing 'Kid A' on
and off since June 2009," Kowert
said. "Playing covers is one of our
strengths, and Radiohead is a favorite
group of ours. Capturing the energy of
our live show was a goal in making
'Who's Feeling Young Now?,' so we
recorded an array of material such as
you would hear at our shows.
The two covers are also the only
instrumentals, which give balance to
the album as a whole."
Unfortunately,it was disappointing
when "Kid A" transitioned rather
abruptly into another cover, Gillian
Welch's "Wayside," which is a heavy
bluegrass song. Not to be overly
critical, but if the band had continued
the dark and strange mood that "Kid
A" had established with a song like
"Hundred Dollars," the set could have
been more cohesive on a whole.
The encore brought back opener
Aofie O'Donovan — who is going to
become a big deal really soon — to
play "Here in Heaven," a track from
"The Goat Rodeo Sessions," an album
that O'Donovan and Thile played
on with the likes of Yo-Yo Ma. This
simply beautiful song was a great
moment in the evening, especially
since it was followed by "Soon or
Never," an equally gorgeous track off
"Who's Feeling Young Now?"
It was the perfect way to cap off a
night with one of the most unique and
creative groups playing in the folkrock scene right now. Do not miss the
opportunity to see this excellent group
play near you soon. They will be back
in San Diego this fall. '

Photos Courtesy ot Punch brothers

Punch Brothers are made up ot five dapper-looking, suit-wearing men who reside in Brooklyn.

Copley Library Student Workshops
University
. j
jban Diego
c

COPLEY LIBRARY

Copley Library is offering a series of free workshops for students this semester. All workshops will be held in the Copley Library
Seminar Room (ground floor of library). To register for a workshop you can scan the QR code or visit
http://www.sandiego.edu/library/workshops.php. If you have any questions, contact Christine Lacy at ext. 2370 or
christinelacy@sandiego.edu.

APA Stvle Workshop: Tues. Mar 27th 12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Come learn about the American Psychological Association (APA) citation style according to the 6th
edition of the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association.
Presenter: Hugh Burkhart, Reference Librarian

Search Take a Pro!: Thurs. Mar 29th 12:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Es$&fiir?:S

Discover the "secrets" of searching that will save you time and improve your search results. Learn tools and techniques to help you create
first-rate research papers and earn better grades.
Presenter: Amy Lisewski, Reference Librarian - SOLES & Department of Psychological Sciences

MLA Style Workshop: Tues. Apr 10th 12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
SS&feiTE

Come learn about the Modern Languages Association (MLA) citation style according to the 7th edition of the MLA Handbook for Waters of
Kesearch Papers.
Presenter: Hugh Burkhart, Reference Librarian

Finding Tests & Measures in the Social & Behavioral Sciences: Thurs. Apt 12th 12:30 p.m. -1:30 p.m.
Need to find test instruments and measures for a class project? This workshop is designed to introduce you to both print and online library
sources that will enable you to find information such as tests descriptions, reviews, authors, publishers, and other data.
Presenter: Michael Epstein, Head of Reference

F.ndNote and Building Your EndNote Library: Tues. Apr 24"' 12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
This workshop will introduce you to citation management software, EndNote 5X and its user interface. You will learn to set up preferences
and learn a variety of ways to bring references into your EndNote Library.
Presenter: Amy Besnoy, Science Librarian
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Chargers
fans are
hypocritical

By Phil Morelli
Being that I am from Denver, I
could not be happier with the new
est addition to the Broncos squad. In
case you've been living on the moon
for the past week, that new addition's
name is Peyton Manning. He is argu
ably one of most iconic players of our
time along with Tom Brady. I always
hated when the Broncos were sched
uled to play either of them. However,
I now have a legitimate reason to love
Peyton Manning.
Photo courtesy of USD Athletics
The general consensus here in San
LEFT: Senior Dominque Conners celebrates after making a basket. RIGHT: Senior Morgan Woodrow drives hard to the basket.
Diego regarding Denver's acquisition
of Manning has been one of frustra
tion. The exodus of Chargers' players
has increased the fans' frustrations and
left the team with essentially only two
offensive threats: Philip Rivers and
Antonio Gates. I get the feeling Char
gers fans are angry, very angry. People
want to know why the Chargers are
letting players go at a time when the
invitation and turned it into immedi to be a great tournament team, and this Red Raiders escaped with a 58-57 win.
By Kaitlin Healy
rest of the teams in the conference are
ate success with a two-game winning year more than any other year we want The Toreros are 0-4 all-time against
adding some serious names.
streak, giving them a berth in the ed to be a heavy hitter in the regular Texas Tech.
People around the city have been
For the first time in the history of Sweet 16.
season too," said sennior Dominique
"We are continuing to play like we
calling for the firing of Norv Turner
The Toreros made a quarterfinal Conners, another first team all-WCC know how to," Woodrow said about
for some time now. Fans want mar USD, the women's basketball team had
quee signings and big-time draft picks, been invited to participate in a postsea appearance in the West Coast Confer player. "We pushed harder in workouts their preparation for the upcoming
they want the flashy free agent, they son tournament. After an impressive ence Championships before their in and got tougher so we could be the best week. "We knew we were this good
all season long, and it is so awesome
want the feeling that the Chargers are season in which the Toreros won more vite to the WNIT. Due to the Toreros we can be."
games than ever before (24), the post regular season record, they got a bye
The Toreros clinched their firstjust being able to enjoy it, and go out
headed in the right direction.
season
berth
was
a
welcome
reward.
for
the
first
round
of
games
and
were
ever
postseason
victory
in
their
open
knowing
that we gave everything we
Well, little do irritated Chargers
"We were ecstatic," senior firstentered directly into the quarterfinal ing round contest against Cal State had until our final game as Toreros."
fans know that the team has Continu
Northridge. The 60-58 win pushed the
Texas Tech took on Tulane last
ously had one of the best squads on pa team all-WCC Morgan Woodrow said. game.
"We
have
worked
so
hard
for
this
op
USD
beat
the
University
of
Port
Toreros
to
the
second
round,
where
week
for their entrance into the Sweet
per for the last five years. Norv Turner
is consistently a winner. Although it portunity and it was so refreshing to land in their first game 70-60, but they were set to play University of the 16, and cruised to a 69-55 win. The
fell to BYU in the semi finals, 64-46, Pacific, which the Toreros knocked off winner of Thursday's game will go on
may not seem so, Turner has never had hear that it had paid off."
It wasn't the Women's NCAA shortly after. After their March 3 loss, with relative ease, 83-75.
to play the winner of the University of
a losing season in San Diego. He has
Tonight, the Toreros are in Lub Washington and Oregon State game,
a winning percentage of 61 percent Tournament, to which many felt the the Toreros anxiously awaited their in
since he became the head coach of San team deserved an invite, but the Wom vitation to postseason play, ultimately bock, Texas for the Sweet 16 contest which will be held on Tuesday.
The Toreros will take on Texas
Diego. In 5 years, his Chargers have en's National Invitational Tournament leading to their invite and success in with the Texas Tech Red Raiders. The
Toreros and Red Raiders played on Tech tonight at 5 p.m. with a trip to the
placed first overall in the AFC West (WNIT) was a nice alternative. The the WNIT. .
"Every year we have been known Dec. 20, earlier this season, when the Elite Eight hanging in the balance.
three times (In the two years the Char Toreros have since taken this simple
gers didn't win first in the AFC West,
they placed 2nd). Turner's resume
with the Chargers on paper is impres
sive, there is no denying it. Norv Turn
er knows what he is doing.
But why have none of the angry
fans stopped to consider the fact that
place.
The girls start training in Septem away competitions with the team have
By Deirdre Grecco
maybe the Chargers problems are be
"It always feels great compet ber and finish their regular season in served as times of intense bonding.
cause of the players? Maybe Norv let
ing in finals," Finucane said. "It's a February. They train six days a week,
"Our heads are usually in the
go of Vincent Jackson because Vince
"If
I
can
handle
this,
I
can
handle
combination
of
controlled
anxiety
and
consisting
of
nine
practices,
and
have
pool,
so we don't get to talk as much
cared more about his own wallet than
just about anything," junior Francesca physical calm. You know you put in two-a-days that start at 5:45 a.m.
as we like," Rodriguez said. "But for
he did the team last year? Maybe the
"Our practices are anywhere from away games, we get to ride on the
Chargers let go of Mike Tolbert be Finucane said about her experiences the work and you just hope it pays off
on USD's swim team. This is the at when you touch the wall."
two
to three hours long and include great Torero bus for hours at a time
cause Ryan Matthews averaged more
Finucane swam in finals every intense swimming as well as grueling where we get to know our teammates
yards per carry? Maybe the Chargers titude that not just her, but all USD
released Shawne Merriman two years swimmers have regarding life on the night between individual and relay dry land and weights workouts," Kim outside of the sport."
swim team.
races, taking home second-team hon mel said.
The only thing missing for such
ago because the only reason Merriman
Membership
on
the
swim
team
ors
in the 200 freestyle for the sec
They are now even swimming a strong team is proper recognition
was good in the first place was be
has shaped the lives of each swim ond-straight year with her season-best with heart rate monitors to make sure throughout the USD community. The
cause he was on Steroids (feel free to
mer as they participate at high levels time of 1:50.75. This mid-distance that they are swimming at their maxi team had 14 swimmers at their con
disagree if you'd like, but now "Lights
against teams that are three or four swimmer was named MPSF athlete of mum cardio level.
ference championship in comparison
Out" can hardly handle playing for the
times their size.
the
week
on
Jan.
25
and
also
had
the
As
captain,
Kimmel
is
expected
to other teams who have 25 to 30. As
Buffalo Bills).
"Enduring the level of physical team's top time this season in the 500 to have a positive attitude throughout small as USD's team is, 70 percent
More than anything, why has no
training, 20 hours a week of practice, freestyle.
the grueling season.
of the team made finals and scored
one in San Diego seen the irony be
and maintaining a rigorous academic
In
order
to
get
a
better
under
"Being
a
role
model
for
the
girls
points.
tween the fans' frustrations and the
schedule has shaped me into the per standing of what working hard entails, in and out of the pool has pushed me
"We are a Division I sport and a
fact the franchise struggles to get
son I am today," Finucane said.
the
swim
team,
junior
Jaccaptain
of
to
be
better
than
I
ever
imagined,"
lot
of
people don't even know that we
fans into Qualcomm Stadium to see
In regards to competition, such quie Kimmel, gave a glimpse of what Kimmel said.
have
a
swim team," Rodriguez said.
a game? Why is it that these so-called
as the recent Mountain Pacific Sports it's like.
Senior Jessica Rodriguez men Even with the lack of recognition, the
"fans" of the Chargers are so adamant
Federation Championships held Feb.
"Swimming is one of the most tioned that some of her best memories USD swim team will keep on striving
about firing Norv, yet somehow they
16-18 at East Los Angeles College, mentally and physically demanding have come from USD swimming. Of for success in hopes to earn more rec
are not more upset about game black
USD finished
strong, taking fifth
sports out there," Kimmel said.
those memories, Rodriguez stated that ognition in the future.
outs, blackouts that occur because fans
don't want to come to games to sup
port their team. Why aren't "fans" go
ing to games?
Sure there are legitimate reasons a
fan cannot go to a game. Hight ticket
prices are one of those reasons. I to
tally get it, no one wants to pay $70
The weekend ended on a positive
By David Downs
for crappy seats and another $10 for
note Sunday night as Bryant once again
an awful hotdog. But then how do you
led the attack on Columbia's pitching,
explain the Denver Broncos selling out
The University of San Diego base going 3-for-5 with a double, two home
their stadium every game? The prices ball team spent the rainy St. Patrick's runs, and an eyebrow-raising five RBIs
are the same in both cities. Then there Day weekend battling the elements as in a high scoring 11-10 victory for the
is the instance that maybe fans don't well as the Columbia University Lions Toreros,
go to games in an attempt to demon (3-11) in a four-game home series. Led
For his stellar performance this
strate their frustration. If that is the by standout sophomore third baseman past week, the "Killer-B" Bryant was
case, and that is actually what the fans Kris Bryant, the Toreros managed to named West Coast Conference Player
are doing, the Chargers are going to claim victories in three of the four con of the Week for a .second time this sea
be moving to Los Angeles very soon tests extending their overall record to son. It doesn't take a sabermetrics ex
because progress is not achieved with 17-6.
pert to tell that the numbers this gifted
out a financially-supported team, and
The play of preseason Ail-Ameri sophomore infielder has managed to put
those demonstrations will have failed. can selection Bryant was the key to this up this season have been nothing short
It seems to be that the Chargers' weekend's successful campaign. The of awe-inspiring. Barring any major in
biggest problem is that their fans are star infielder went 2-for-3 with one run juries, the potential possessed by Mr.
ignorant and hypocritical. Yes, I said batted in Thursday in the series opener, Bryant appears to be a truly limitless
it. They are quick to praise their team which helped propel the dominant To fact professional scouts and opposing
when they win and quick to hate the reros offense to a convincing 14-5 vic teams have surely already taken note of.
team and their coach when they are tory.
The Toreros begin conference play
losing. And as stated earlier, a glance at
For the weekend, Bryant's play next weekend at home when they will
Norv Turner's stats in San Diego seem was otherworldly as he went ll-for-22 answer the challenge of rival Santa
to suggest the Chargers aren't losing with three doubles, five home runs and Clara (13-4). If you consider yourself a
often. If you want the big-name, mar 14 RBI.
true baseball fan do yourself a favor and
quee free agent, sell out Qualcomm.
Friday's doubleheader resulted in a make the trip to Cunningham Stadium
If you claim to be a fan, support your disappointing 6-2 loss in the early con next weekend to support your team and
team and stop being negative. And you test, but Bryant's effort paid dividends get a glimpse of this sophomore phebetter start changing quickly because in the second game of the day which nom while you still can. It may very
Peyton Manning is coming for your resulted in an uplifting 11-5 victory for well become a story you'll pass on to
Photo by Jonathan Finch
Super Chargers.
the Toreros.
Senior Corey LeVier rounds third after getting the go-ahead from coach Rich Hill.
your grandchildren someday.

USD battles Texas Tech tonight in WNIT Sweet 16
Toreros look to continue first-ever postseason trip

USD swim team striving for recognition

Bryant leads Toreros to series victory
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No March Madness for USD, but hopes still high for future
Freshmen Dee and Anderson lead youth movement
the program going forward, something
that a history book can't capture, that
will be most enduring. The program had
literally seen its lowest point in its his
tory in April of 2011 with the betting
scandal. The coach that had earned the
program its first NCAA Tournament
win just three years prior was now in se
rious hot water over doubts of his ability
to control his players.
It took Grier until his fifth year
for his philosophy—a philosophy that
stressed sacrifice over selfishness, a phi
losophy that meant parting ways with
players that were part of the 2008 run
and parting ways with players that were
perceived to be keys to getting the team
back to the NCAA Tournament— to fi
nally make sense to everyone watching.
That may be a statement in itself on
the importance of continuity. Or it may
simply be a case of a coach making the
most of being giving one last shot. Ei
ther way, the Toreros are finally a team
worth rooting for again.

By Chris Hanneke
Not more than 30 minutes after the
Toreros let an upset of rival Gonzaga
slip away, freshman guard Johnny Dee
was already looking toward the future.
The Gonzaga game meant the end of the
regular season and one final chance at
a conference crown at the West Coast
Conference Championships in Las Ve
gas. Of course, in years past, what this
really meant was a quick trip to Vegas to
get knocked off by a superior opponent
before heading home for the offseason.
But this season was different.
"We're not just going there for the
experience," Dee told reporters follow
ing that Gonzaga game. "We're going
there to win it."
The Toreros still didn't win it. In
fact, they only won one game, the open
ing-round contest against Pepperdine,
before ultimately falling to a superior
opponent, Brigham Young,in the second
round. Still, Dee's career-high 30-point
effort against Pepperdine and the team
having a chance to force overtime with
BYU in the final seconds was symbolic
of a team that believed it belonged with
the elite teams in the conference.
This is quite the contrast from the
teams of the past three seasons that had
all but completely destroyed any faith
Toreros fans had that their team could
claim a conference crown as they did in

2008.
This was a team that found its
identity as the season wound down,
pushing the conference's top teams like
Saint Mary's, BYU and Gonzaga to
their brinks. And while the Toreros still
couldn't beat any of these top teams, the
fact that they were competing with them
was enough to create believers in the
youth movement that was taking over
Toreros basketball.
USD had one senior coming into
the 2011-12 season, team captain Darian Norris. With the lack of experience
on his roster, head coach Bill Grier
knew it would take a special group of
freshmen to transform the losing culture
that had plagued Toreros basketball for
the prior three seasons.
"I think this team has a chance to
surprise some people," Grier said in an
interview before the season even began.
"These freshmen have kind of brought
some life into the older guys. They go
about things the right way. We have a
chance to surprise some people."
Dee was one of these freshmen
Grier was excited about. Actually, he
was one of six true freshmen welcomed
by the Toreros this year, and he quickly
emerged as one of the team's stars. He
started in all but one of the team's 31
contests and led them in scoring, av
eraging 13.7 points per game, which
earned him All-WCC freshman team
honors.
Growing up just over half an hour
north of the USD campus in Vista, Ca
lif., Dee used to watch Toreros basket
ball as a child, dreaming that one day he
may be able to wear a Toreros uniform
of his own.
However, as he neared graduation
at Rancho Buena Vista High School,
Dee began to realize how difficult it
would be to fulfill that dream. Despite
averaging 32 points and seven rebounds
per game in his senior year and being

Photos by JonathanTine

Christopher Anderson (left) and Johnny Dee (right) believe theToreros have what it takes to play into March Madness next season.

named First Team All-State, Dee still
had very little prospects for continuing
his career.
He was told he would have a chance
to walk on at USD, but they couldn't
guarantee him much beyond that. It was
still enough for him to take the chance.
"Coming in I expected to be redshirted since I was originally a walkon,"
Dee said.
But as circumstances around the
team changed, a scholarship eventually
opened up, and it was given to Dee, an
opportunity he is quick to give thanks
for.
"I was blessed with that and I knew
I had to work hard to prove I deserved
it," Dee said.
And yet, while it was ultimately
Dee that earned the major accolades for
his play this season, and deservedly so,
it was another freshman that also trans
formed the culture the very second he
began practicing with the team.
Take one look at Christopher An
derson and "basketball player" isn't
likely to be your first guess for what
he does. But listen to him speak for
one minute, and you quickly believe
that there may not be anyone betterequipped to lead a basketball team.
The point guard is listed at 5-foot7, 150 pounds, and he certainly doesn't
look to be an inch taller or a pound
heavier. But sitting next to Dee as they
recount the season, his command of
the room is representative of his innate
leadership, giving him a personality
head coach Bill Grier describes as "in
fectious."
Anderson's path to USD was simi
lar to Dee's. He grew up a bit further
north, in Orange County, and he too
didn't have an especially large amount
of offers to play college ball. USD was
one of the few that saw beyond his size
and recognized his potential as a leader.
"That's one of the main reasons I
wanted him to come here," Grier said.
"I knew he could score and make plays,
but it was his understanding of how to
lead his teammates that really impressed
me the most."

A visit to USD in early April of
2011 went well, and Anderson thought
he may just have found the school for
him. But the day after his visit, news
broke of arguably the biggest story in
the program's history, an alleged pointshaving scandal involving the team's
all-time leading scorer. It put USD on
the front page of ESPN for all the wrong
reasons, and it was enough to give An
derson pause.
"It was definitely something I
thought about a lot," Anderson said.
"But coach Grier and [athletic director]
Ky Snyder were really supportive and
up front with me."
Snyder even went as far as to assure
Anderson that if anything more serious
or substantial came about, he would
be free to seek opportunity elsewhere.
That level of intense commitment was
enough to convince Anderson that the
program was right for him.
The storyline coming in to the
2011-12 campaign centered on that
scandal and how the program could look
to rebuild its image. In many ways, this
was unfair to the freshmen and, really,
every player on the roster, that wasn't
involved in any type of illegal behav
ior. Grier knew it would take a team of
strong characters to band together and
pull through the adversity, and he sent
those that weren't up to the challenge on
their way.
The release of junior center Chris
Gabriel and sophomore guard Jordan
Mackie seemed to be an announcement
to the public and a reiteration to his team
that the character of the team would not
be compromised. While that message
may not have resonated with his critics
arpund Torero nation, it resonated with
the remainder of Grier's players.
"We knew we were a talented group
of guys," Dee said, "and we fit well to
gether. Our team is all about sacrifice.
You have to be willing to sacrifice for
the good of the team."
With a new identity and a common
goal in mind, the Toreros entered fall
camp ready to change the discussion of
USD basketball from one critical of the

past to one optimistic for the future.
Dee and Anderson look justifiably
irritated when the scandal is brought
up, as they are sure to have heard about
something they weren't even a part of
somewhere around a hundred times al
ready.
"We knew we couldn't control
what people were saying," Anderson
said, "but if we just played as hard as we
could we would be alright as a team."
It was through their play that the
story finally began to change from offthe-court scandals to on-the-court per
formance.
The season didn't come without its
hardships. Dee found his rhythm early,
but Anderson's rise was more gradual.
Sure, he had that leadership coming in,
but it would take some in-game expe
rience to get his confidence where it
needed to be.
After beginning the season 4-1
without Anderson in the starting lineup,
the Toreros dropped two in a row, the
second a blowout to UC Irvine.
"I remember UC Irvine blew us out
by like 30 [it was actually by 20] and
we shouldn't have even lost," Anderson
said. "But I actually had a pretty good
game, and after it coach Grier said I
would be starting against San Diego
State."
The team still struggled adjusting
to its new identity, going on a 2-8 stretch
over the next 10 games, including a sixgame losing streak, with Anderson in
the starting lineup. Slowly but surely,
however, that began to change as well.
That "infectious" personality be
gan rubbing off on his teammates, and
the Toreros began competing with their
conference opponents with extra te
nacity, culminating in those final three
games where they hung in with the best
of the best of the WCC.
When the history books are writ
ten on the 2011-12 Toreros men's bas
ketball team, there won't be much that
stands out. A 13-18 record certainly
doesn't look like much.
But it is what this season meant for

But the team once again finds itself
in a position unlike that of the previous
few years. This year's team, along with
the prior two seasons, had low expecta
tions. In 2009, after the team had won
its first NCAA Tournament game in his
tory, the expectations were through the
roof. Grier struggled to keep his play
ers level-headed and it may be what
ultimately led to the unraveling of the
program.
This time around, Grier believes it
will be different.
"Last time we got too excited about
next season we had some guys that re
ally didn't handle it well," Grier said.
"But I think this group is better at know
ing they still have to work hard and keep
getting better."
Dee and Anderson will undoubt
edly assume larger leadership roles next
season, but they are far from the only
ones expected to get this team back to
the top of the conference.
"One guy I think really was huge
for us is [sopohomore] Dennis Kramer,"
Grier said. "I've told him this, but I re
ally had concerns of his toughness in the
beginning. But he really blossomed into
a guy that we could count on to score."
Of course, the seniors will also be
expected to shoulder the biggest leader
ship load, and seniors-to-be Chris Manresa, Ken Rancifer and Cameron Miles
all appear to be up for the challenge.
"Chris, Ken and Cameron have all
talked about how excited they are for
next season and how much they want
their last year to be a memorable one,"
Dee said.
Anderson and Dee both insist that
they don't have any personal goals in
terms of winning awards and making
the all-WCC team.
"For me, personally, I just think that
if I don't get any better, then I haven't
done my job," Dee said. "But beyond
that, it's just about winning."
While he may not have any specific
personal goals beyond winning, Dee
does know just how much it will take to
get USD back into the NCAA Tourna
ment.
"We watch these Tournament
games going on right now, and we want
to be there," Dee said. "We know that
in our conference, pretty much the top
three teams make it, and we think we
can get there next year."

Softball bounces back as McElvain notches 200th career win
By Mitchell Woolpert
In a season with high hopes, the Toreros softball team has been battling to remain above .500
in non-conference play. After a 1-4 showing at
the Nevada Classic, the Lady Toreros looked to
win out during this week's five-game home stint.
The week started with a loss against a solid
Quinnipiac team last Wednesday, leaving the To
reros feeling the woes of their 11-11, .500 record.
As winter rainstorms approached on Friday
morning, during the rematch of Wednesday's de
fensive battle, the Toreros jumped out to an ear
ly 9-0 lead and never looked back. Sophomore
pitchers Jenny Lahitte and Cassidy Coleman
pitched two shutouts in the doubleheader against
Quinnipiac and Valparaiso. The night game
against Valparaiso was a slow offensive game,
but the Toreros defensive ways allowed them
to capitalize with a double by freshman Morgan
Kurtz that sent home freshman Kylie McNutt for
the only run of the game.
Both Saturday's and Sunday's games were
canceled due to weather conditions and heavy
rain.
Friday's two wins gave Coach Melissa
McElvain her 200th and 201st career wins while
at the helm of the USD softball team. In McElvain's 11th season, the Toreros were picked to
finish second in the Pacific Coast Softball Con
ference at the start of the year, their highest pre
season ranking yet and needed Friday's big wins
to move them to 13-11 on the season and keep
pace as conference play approaches on March 31
at Cal State Bakersfield.
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LEFT: Sophomore Cassidy Coleman pitches against Quinnipiac last Wednesday. RIGHT: Senior infielder JessicaTieszen anticipates a pitch.
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Men's tennis No. 16 in nation
By Michael Harris
The University of San Diego
men's tennis team was both busy and
successful in the past few weeks. Af
ter a huge 4-1 victory over the No. 11
University of Texas Longhorns and an
incredible start to the season, the To
reros jumped 15 spots to No. 16 in the
NCAA men's overall team rankings.
USD reached its highest ranking
since last season's ranking of No. 20,

%

and look to climb even higher as they
enter conference play as the favorites
in the WCC.
In Houston, the Toreros were able
to beat Texas, 4-1, behind wins at each
of the top four singles spots. No. 60
Nikola Bubnic, who has been a star
for the Toreros this year, won 7-5,6-2
while Patrick Pohlmann won 7-5, 6-0
in his match. Clark Spinosa convinc
ingly beat his opponent 6-3, 6-1 and
Thibaut Visy was victorious by a mar
gin of 7-5,6-3.
"I think it's safe to say that this

was a program-maker for us" said
coach Brett Massi following the vic
tory. "In regards to beating a team of
Texas' stature and for us to come out
here the way we did just made me so
proud of our guys."
The Toreros still had business to
attend to in Texas, and they built on
their win over the Longhorns with a
forceful 5-1 victory over Rice Univer
sity again behind stellar singles play
from their stars.
Nikola Bubnic rebounded from
a 4-6 loss by taking the next two sets

and securing the victory 6-1, 6-4.
Pohlmann had a much easier time,
taking his match in straight sets 6-2,
6-3. Spinossa and Visy also won in
straight sets to secure the victory for
the Toreros.
After the challenging Texas trip,
the Toreros were able to return home
where they hosted the Hilton San Di
ego Mission Valley Spring Classic. In
their first round match, the Toreros
squeaked out a victory over the Mar
quette Golden Eagles, 4-3. Doubles
pairs Victor Pugliesse and Ciaran

,

Fitzgerald and Andrew Carlisle and
Visy led the charge, securing convinc
ing victories.
In their semifinal match the To
reros blew past Oklahoma State 4-0
sweeping their four singles matches.
After a stellar week though, the Tore
ros did fall to No. 26 Harvard in the
finals, 4-2.
The Toreros look to start confer
ence play tomorrow against the Uni
versity of Portland Pilots on a high
note after their stellar non-conference
play this spring.

Photos by Jonathan Finch

LEFT: Seniors Patrick Pohlmann (left) and Nikola Bunic (right) hit a volley during their doubles match in t h e Hilton S a n Diego Mission Valley Spring Classic. RIGHT:Thibaut Visy hitsa volley. U S D fell in t h e finals of t h e Mission
Valley Classic but currently sits at No. 16 in the national rankings,their highest ranking in program history.
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